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MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3205014 085854255516  Black

3205015 085854255523  Soft Green

3205016 085854255530  Nutria

REPLACES CATEGORY
Thule Paramount

AVAILABLE DATE 
October 1, 2023 Laptop backpacks

EXTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
13.6 x 8.3 x 20.3 in 34.5 x 21.0 x 51.5 cm

INTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
10.4 x 0.9 x 15.2 in 26.5 x 2.4 x 38.5 cm

IN-PACKAGING DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
14.0 x 3.7 x 19.7 in 35.5 x 9.5 x 50.0 cm

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME
2.43 lb/1.1 kg 27L

PACKAGING TYPE PRODUCT MATERIALS
Hangtag Polyester

MASTER CARTON QTY MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
2 3.2 kg

MASTER CARTON DIMS
21.7 x 14.4 x 6.3 in 55.0 x 36.5 x 16.0 cm

MASTER CARTON VOLUME
1.130 cu ft 0.032 cbm

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY POLY BAG
Vietnam Limited Lifetime Single

Thule Paramount Backpack 27L
PARABP3216

This Thule Paramount 27L backpack has a stylish, modern look 
with the functionality and comfort you need to get around 
town with ease.

1. Safely store your laptop: Padded pocket protects laptops up to 16" 

2. Multiple ways to access the main compartment: Easy access to your 
laptop or the main compartment thanks to the access through the 
back zipper, fold-top closure or side zipper.

3. Fold-top closure: Fold-top closure secures belongings and provides 
expansion when needed

4. Front pocket for bulky items: Front pocket stores bulky items or items 
to be kept separate from main compartment

5. Thoughtful interior organization: Interior organization includes a 
secure mesh pocket plus a structured pocket for files, a notebook, or 
a tablet

6. Protect small items: The soft-lined pocket is great for protecting 
sunglasses

7. Keep valuables close at hand: A slip pocket on the shoulder strap 
holds a metro card and a hidden back panel pocket keeps valuables 
secure

8. Organize small items: Exterior zippered pocket organizes small 
accessories and keys using the key fob lash, while the open access 
pocket stores your water bottle or umbrella

9. Durable and water-resistant: Features like premium YKK zippers, 
sturdy 420D nylon fabric, a water-resistant finish free from harmful 
PFCs, and coated base material on the bottom of the bag all provide 
extra layers of durability and protection that stand up to everyday use

10. Attaches to rolling luggage: Pass-through strap allows the bag to be 
secured to rolling luggage

THULE PARAMOUNT BACKPACK 27L
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